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ISSEYSUNSHADESYSTEMS

POWER
DRESSING
FOR YOUR
WINDOWS
INTELLIGENT, ATTRACTIVE
SUNSHADES:
Since 1990, Issey has been offering customized,
versatile and aesthetic sun solutions of worldclass quality to Australian property-owners,
architects and building specifiers. As an
authority on sunshades, Issey has dedicated
years of engineering excellence and research
into the Australian climate. From this, Issey
develops, sells and installs premium external
sunshade solutions Australia-wide. Whether
protecting floorboards or furniture, extending
the living space to entertain guests, or to
control the climate without compromising on
style, Issey can offer a suitable design that uses
fittings, fabrics and frames that are in a class
of their own. Each state-of-the-art sunshade
crafted by Issey is intelligent, attractive,
powerful, robust and shapely.
Unlike other Australian awning manufacturers,
Issey can produce a headbox of up to 8 metres
in one piece with no joins. Many products and
parts are Issey-designed and the sunshades
combine the best Australian-made content with
the finest European components. A lack of
effective solutions for specific sun problems
has led Issey to design certain globally unique
products in-house and to create original,
considered solutions for large projects.
Issey’s exceptional knowledge and experience
extends to our sales and installation support.
Our highly trained and skilled team members
are qualified to recommend the most suitable
product and installation that is functionally,
operationally and aesthetically effective to your
particular conditions.
For information on Issey Sunshades visit Issey
online at www.issey.com.au or call 1800 070 000
or meet us at our Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide or Perth Showroom.
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INTELLIGENT
APPLICATIONS
NOW ATTRACTIVE
POWERFUL AND
ROBUST
1. EFFORTLESS OPERATION
Instant shade at a push of a button presents
total ease of use for single or multiple sunshades.
Switch or remote control operation and home
automation compatible systems are available.

2. NOW YOU SEE IT, NOW YOU DON’T
Inconspicuously fitted onto the eaves, the Vertiroll
disappears into the facade of this building when
not in use.

3. STOP THE GLARE, KEEP YOUR VIEW
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Not only do these Issey Issirolls stop
uncomfortable glare and protect interiors from
damaging UV rays, they also reduce heat
transmission into the home.

4. SHIELDING FROM THE ELEMENTS
When fitted with a see-through fabric, the Issey
Vertiroll can protect areas from damaging UV
rays, heat and glare while leaving the light and
view intact.

5. EXTEND THE LIVING SPACE
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With Issey’s Laguna you can effortlessly extend
the living space to create an alfresco area for
entertainment and relaxation.

6. SUBTLE AND STRIKING
Choosing from a range of fabric and framework
colours enables multiple sunshades to
complement each other for a subtle balance,
or to create a striking feature.

7. WHAT’S HOT, WHAT’S NOT
The attractive and retractable Issey Vertiroll TX
blends with the design of this home while being
an effective method of regulating the sun’s effects.

8. PRIVACY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
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When privacy or light control is an issue, Issey’s
internal system offers an elegant range of internal
fabric to give you various degrees of light and view.

9. SUMMER COOL, WINTER WARMTH
The Issey Verasun was fitted to maintain the
benefits of these skylights by retracting to
welcome the winter warmth and extending to
block the summer heat.

10. ENHANCE YOUR LIFESTYLE
The Issey FTS was incorporated into the design of
this home to provide the internal courtyard with
sun, wind and rain protection.

LEADING
INNOVATION
FROM ISSEY
Making the incredible possible, Issey’s innovative sunshades
are coupled with engineering excellence to create systems
that are cost effective, functional and use the latest technology.
Windows, roofs, balconies, terraces, stairwells and skylights
can all have effective barriers to keep the sun out, using
fittings, fabrics and frames that are in a class of their own.

SHAPELY DIMENSIONS
Our sunshade systems are designed with
a sleek headbox, to give protection to the
fabric and mechanism when the shade is
not in use. This headbox is an aluminum extrusion with a suitable
thickness making it robust without compromising on its design.

POWERED BY WORLD-LEADING MOTORS
A built-in motor fits discreetly inside the fabric roller for ease
of operation. We only use Somfy, the world leader in awning
motors and accessories giving us the latest in technology and
excellence in worldwide support and services. These products
carry the ‘C-tick’ logo indicating compliance with Australian
electromagnetic-compatibility standards. From standard
hardwired and remote operations to
compatibility with home automation
systems, the latest range of wireless
and remote controls offers you fingertip
command of your awnings.

INTELLIGENT OPERATION
Automatic operation is possible via sensors
that monitor the environment and adjust the
sunshades accordingly. When the sun comes out, so does the
awning. When constant high wind threatens, the awning
automatically retracts, protected from the damaging effects of
stormy weather, even when you’re not at home. What’s more,
at sunset, the awning automatically recedes into its casing
allowing you to enjoy the stars.

VIEW-ENHANCING
Advancements in screen weaving mean
that see-through screen fabric has
become exceptionally suitable material
for year-round outdoor blinds. Issey only
uses the highest quality screens such as
Ferarri Soltis or Dickson Sunworker; which are hard-wearing,
easy to clean and maintain, and have unsurpassed tensile
strength. These great multi-purpose fabrics are welded rather
than stitched to prolong their life. It stops the glare, while
maintaining visibility.

CLIMATE CONTROL
The thermal characteristics of the Soltis Screen 86 and 92, or
Sunworker 90, make them appropriate for outdoor use. The
material filters the light while expelling the hot air by convection
through the weave. These exceptional heat control properties
lead to a remarkable reduction in air-conditioning running costs.

AESTHETIC PRIVACY PROTECTION
For extra privacy, Issey uses opaque
Diklon 32 acrylic fabric which is water
repellent. With a range of attractive
patterns and colours, each acrylic
sunshade can be made to blend into the
background, or become a striking feature
in itself. It is also an incredibly effective sunblock, as it deters
99.5% of the sun’s rays, and filters the light. Acrylic fabric is
tough and dirt-resistant. It doesn’t rot, is easy to clean and is
not affected by mildew, water and weathering. With minimal
maintenance and care the sunshade will be kept looking good.

THE FINEST COMPONENTS

Alternatively, the latest ‘eye and ball’ smart crank
mechanism can be used; which reduces noise, wear
and friction, making handling effortless.

Issey frames are made of aluminium parts,
and can be anodized, or powder-coated, to
coordinate with their surroundings, and
to protect against corrosion. All our sun shade systems are
assembled with stainless steel bolts, screws and nuts, which
mean low maintenance, effective operation and good looks.

ROBUST FABRICS

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

DOING IT BY HAND

Issey sunshades are available in advanced see-through
fabrics or effective acrylics which have tensile strength
and are resistant to mould, dirt, water, UV, heat and glare.
Whatever your style or taste, you’ll find a fabric type and colour
that’s right for you. Choose from a whole range of decorator
solid and striped patterns.

Every sunshade is custom-made to size. With a wide range of
sunshade systems over a variety of applications, skilled Isseytrained team members can advise and recommend the
appropriate system for effective, easy and considerate
solutions, whatever your style or taste.
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The Verasun, Issiroll and Rollerfall systems can
be coupled together to shade windows up to 8m
wide. Two screens can be driven by one motor
to give extra flexibility.
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3. IMPRESSIVE SKYLIGHT SHADES
Enjoy the dramatic effect of a dome skylight
without the glare of the sun. It’s made possible
by the Fabric Tension Systems Barrelvault Awning.
A skylight allows you to make the most of the
winter sun, and admire the night sky, while enabling
you to block the heat and glare of summer.
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4. THE TOTAL LOOK
With the unifying look of our sunshade systems,
you can choose different applications, yet
maintain visual consistency and maximum sun
protection. Sunshades are available in attractive
fabric and casing colours that allow them to blend
into the background, or make them a striking
feature. This beautiful home features a Laguna
terrace awning and Issiroll screen combination.
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5. SPAN CAPABILITY
The Unicom can easily span six metres, giving
valuable sun protection along the entire one-piece
glass wall. When installed with a see-through
screen, the view is maintained.

6. FUNCTIONALITY
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Enhance the operational space of patios, terraces,
verandahs and balconies. Without interfering
poles or structures, the Laguna and Vertiroll
awnings offer control of solar heat, glare and rain
that is effective, powerful and robust.

7. ATTRACTIVE & POWERFUL
There are 9 Issey Vertiroll Sunscreens incorporated
beautifully into this outdoor living area. Issey
thrives on providing an elegant design whether
you want an inconspicuous sunshade, or one that
is a striking feature in itself. Using the finest
components and fittings, Issey ensures results in
a class of its own.

COMBINING
TIMELESS
BEAUTY AND
INGENUITY
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Our invitation to you | Visit Issey online or come to our showroom and try the different systems; watch how smoothly they operate, look at the range of colours, and feel the quality of our fabrics and components.
Bring in your plans – over a cup of coffee we can assist in selecting the best options tailored to your situation.

2. MULTIPLE SYSTEMS

ISSEY SUN SHADE SYSTEMS GUARANTEE

The Unicom gives comfortable shading to
potentially problematic river and coastal
properties, but still allows idyllic views.
The system is fitted with quality components
that can easily withstand the salt of the ocean,
and is resistant to strong wind.

Advice and Service | Finding solutions to specific sun protection problems is our specialty. One of our strengths is understanding the best components and materials available to maximize the efficiency of your system
through effective design. We discuss your ideas, and use our wealth of knowledge and experience to provide the product and installation most functionally, operationally and aesthetically effective to your particular
conditions. At Issey we only allow qualified and highly trained team members to undertake any installations or to give sales advice.
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The Issey guarantee | Our policy is to provide the most appropriate sunshade system that will last, enhance the appearance and value of the property, be easy to use, protect the interior from fading and provide comfort
from heat and glare. We design certain globally unique products in-house, and guarantee the use of only the finest European components and the best Australian-made content with our own Issey-designed parts.

1. SPECIALIST IN OPEN ASPECTS

OUR RANGE OF EFF
05

ISSEY VERTIROLL
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is a tensioned vertical screen for use on verandas,
pergolas, patios and other semi-open spaces. The
screen acts as a windbreak, rain barrier, and
blocks the sun while maintaining the view. Its seethrough fabric allows natural light to penetrate,
enabling enjoyment of the landscape and freedom
from blowing wind and harsh glare. Free from
complicated cords and pullies, it can be fitted with
stainless steel cables for minimal effect on its surroundings, and can
span areas of up to 6m wide with a drop of 3m. The FLEXIROLL is a
variation of the Vertiroll, and is the ideal straight drop awning for
shopfronts with its weighted vertical screen. Its clean, contemporary
finish is perfect for outdoor signage, and it blocks even low sun.
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ISSEY FLYLOC

gives you the freedom to enjoy your
outdoor patio or pergola by providing
the most effective sun, heat, glare,
wind, rain and insect protection on
the market. This multifunctional
vertical shade shields open areas
from the elements and buzzing
insects, but won’t obstruct your view.
The revolutionary FLYLOC’s fabric is
secured tautly in its tracks to keep out nagging flies and mosquitoes. The
motorisation of the system allows ease of operation, extending and
retracting at the push of a button, unlike fixed screens that are a hassle to
remove and install. The maximum width is 5m with a drop of 3m.

ISSEY FABRIC TENSION SYSTEM (FTS)

is designed specifically for skylights or to shade and protect
large areas that require year-round protection. Previous shading
methods have often been
unsightly or cumbersome,
detracting from the existing
design. The FTS provides
excellent sun and heat control
at the touch of a button and is
able to resist reasonably
strong winds. Issey’s extensive
knowledge converts this
concept to skylights or
structures of almost any shape
and size. The maximum width
is 4.5m with a drop of 8m.
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ISSEY UNICOM

is the ideal choice when
a subtle and yet striking
awning is desired for east
and west facing spaces.
Mounted to window or
balcony structures, it is
designed to resist strong
winds, and is ideal for
upper floors. When fitted
with a see-through fabric,
you can still make the
most of the views. It has
a maximum width of 6m
with a 2.3m drop of
fabric, and features
manual or motorised
options for operation.
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ISSEY LAGUNA

is a retractable folding-arm awning that extends and optimises living areas for
entertainment and relaxation. The ultimate in overhead protection, this motorised
retractable system guards against the sun’s heat, glare and harmful UV radiation,
providing coverage for an al fresco lifestyle and protecting interiors vulnerable to
fading near windows or doors. Available in widths up to 16m with extensions up
to 4m, the Laguna is suitable for both commercial and residential applications.
The DAKOTA boasts the same effective sun control, but is used ideally for
smaller sized patios, decks, courtyards, or areas that experience low
clearances. Its unobtrusive design brings a contemporary style to outdoor
enjoyment, whilst blending seamlessly with the architectural surroundings.

FECTIVE SOLUTIONS
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ISSEY MARKISOLETTE

A variation on the Unicom is the
MARKISOLETTE, which is
suitable for long sections of
glass panels or facade.
This motorised awning is
popular for both its aesthetic
and protective features, which
complement any architectural
style. The maximum size is 3.6m
with a drop of 3.8m.
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ISSEY ROLLERFALL

The motor-operated ROLLERFALL is
designed for sunrooms that are too
hot to use in summer yet love the
warmth in winter. It is mounted to
the outside of the window frame,
and needs a minimum slope of 30
degrees. Used with a see-through
fabric, the view is maintained, and
protection is given from the sun’s
harsh heat and glare. The maximum
width is 4m with a drop of 6m.
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ISSEY ODYSSEY

boasts the most innovative
awning technology in the world,
with its extreme wind resistance
and gas operated compression
spring system that ensures its
fabric is taut, and the motorised
operation is smooth and reliable.
The ODYSSEY is a retractable
roof for conservatories,
pergolas, courtyards, glass
roofs, open roofs or custom-built structures, and is ideal for
large span areas or locations that experience higher wind
levels where a folding arm awning wouldn’t suffice. The
Odyssey is robust, quality shading at its finest and is available
in widths up to 16m and extensions up to 5m.
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ISSEY VERASUN

is a motorised retractable roof for
conservatories, pergolas,
courtyards, or custom-built
structures. This tensioned system
has fixed tracks which follow the
framework of the existing
structure, offering effective sun
protection and control, even in
locations which experience higher
wind levels. The VERASUN is
extremely versatile, able to cover and accommodate for various
deflections of the structure or to provide additional shade to front
elevations. Incorporated with a minimum 20 degree slope, it can
also be used as a rain shelter. The MICROSUN is a similar shade,
used ideally on smaller skylight applications, where it provides
99.5% UV protection, shielding interiors from heat, glare and
harsh sunlight that fade furniture and floors.
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THE ISSIROLL

is the ultimate in outdoor window blinds. Sitting external to vertical glass, it stops heat
and glare from entering, creating a comfortable internal environment in your home,
whilst allowing for the enjoyment of the view. This retractable sunscreen is available in
widths up to 4.4m with extensions up to 3.4m and is unobtrusively designed, equipped
with a slimline headbox which protects and prolongs the life of the system. The
WINDLOC provides the same effective protection for windows but has greater
tensioning to minimise flapping and stop rattling in winder areas. The BLACKOUT is also
a variation of the Issiroll, but is used internally and fitted with a blackout fabric which is
impervious to light, turning day into night at the push of a button. This motorised shade
is used wherever complete darkness is needed; ideal for home theatres and bedrooms.
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84 JUSTIN STREET, LILYFIELD NSW 2040
PH: 02 9810 0700 FX: 02 9810 0900
EM: SYDNEY@ISSEY.COM.AU

ISSEY MELBOURNE

ISSEY BRISBANE

457 SWAN STREET, RICHMOND VIC 3121
PH: 03 9429 3800 FX: 03 9429 3883
EM: MELBOURNE@ISSEY.COM.AU

3b, 19 James Street, Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
PH: 07 3666 0108 FX: 07 3666 0118
EM: BRISBANE@ISSEY.COM.AU
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ISSEY ADELAIDE

ISSEY PERTH

SHADEFORM SAILS & SHADES
212 GRANGE ROAD, FLINDERS PARK SA 5025
PH: 08 8354 2116 FX: 08 8354 2118
EM: ADELAIDE@ISSEY.COM.AU

1/87 HECTOR STREET, OSBORNE PARK WA 6017
PH: 08 9445 9933 FX: 08 9445 8833
EM: PERTH@ISSEY.COM.AU

WEBSITE: WWW.ISSEY.COM.AUEMAIL: SALES@ISSEY.COM.AUFREECALL: 1800 070 000

